Image Processing Solution

Image Processing Solution offers geo tagging and image processing capabilities. It enables image capture and upload from a remote location along with the image metadata. Uploaded images can be viewed on Google Maps layout.

Business Scenario

- To track the processes and work status at a remote work location is complex
- Heavy content generated by the crew is required to be shared with project teams in real time
- There is a lack of real time image processing options leading to time delays in content sharing and collaboration issues between departments
- Difficulty in storing and managing large volume of data along with the metadata

Solution Highlights

- Mobile / Web based solution with user friendly UI to upload images with metadata from mobile
- Digital repository for content storage. Auto alerts / notifications for tracking the uploads / downloads
- Display of uploaded images on Google Maps layout based on the location of upload
- Queuing option for uploads from remote areas with bad internet connectivity
- Location based search and browse capabilities

Google for Work Play

- Google Cloud Platform
- Google Apps for Work
- Google Maps for Work
- App Engine
- Drive for Work

Business Benefits

- Accessible across mobile platforms
- OPEX reduction
- Agility in business operations
- Optimized resource utilization
- Productivity improvement through process monitoring
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